Throughout the world, the problem of buried unexploded ordnance (UXO) poses an enormous, persistent, and expensive problem. While UXO generally consist of sizable bodies of ferrous metal and can therefore be detected, with current technology it is extremely difficult to distinguish them reliably from typically widespread pieces of clutter. Thus the problem is one of subsurface discrimination. Our previous modeling work on scattering of ground penetrating radar (GPR) from metallic objects surrounded by an infinite soil-like medium has suggested the utility of a number of key discriminants, in broadband fully polarimetric sensing. In particular, resonance structure, induced field rotatation and ellipticity, and bistatic observation of scattered signals were shown to offer key information about target shape and size. Here we investigate the effects on signature features of the proximity of a ground surface to the target, for the common case of shallow burial (< 1 m). Overall our analyses suggest that the key discriminants seen in scattering in an infinite medium survive the complex interactions with the ground surface. In some instances these revealing signatures appear to be strengthened by the presence of a nearby surface. Multi-position backscatter also allows fundamental inferences about target elongation and symmetry when those cannot be obtained from single position viewing.
INTRODUCTION and BACKGROUND

The Problem.
Remote sensing of shallow, discrete subsurface objects poses a very difficult yet a very urgent problem throughout the world. Even the cases considered here -metallic objects within the first meter or two of soil -entail enormous remediation expenses when the buried objects are potentially dangerous, such as UXO. In the United States alone, where no large scale warfare has taken place in modern times, it is estimated that a potential UXO hazard exists in over 11,000,000 acres of land [1] . It has also been observed that "false alarms" cause about three-quarters of site remediation costs; that is, sensors indicate a suspicious response, but careful digging reveals nothing, or at least nothing dangerous [2] .
UXO may remain dangerous over many years. Cuban television recently reported the detonation of a projectile in Santiago Harbor, some 100 years after it was fired during the Spanish American War.
Evidently it was the seventh such a piece of ordnance from the war to explode in Cuba over the past thirty years. On a vastly larger scale [3] , since 1946 the French Department du Deminage has collected and destroyed more than 18 million artillery shells and 600,000 bombs dropped from airplanes. However, near the city of Verdun, alone, it is estimated that there are about 12 million unexploded shells still remaining from World War I, many in degraded condition and containing toxic materials. Elsewhere in France are sites where hundreds of thousands or even millions of missiles rained down upon the landscape during that conflict, sometimes only within a matter of hours or days. During the First World War overall about 15% of bombs failed to detonate. Thus, even after all the intervening time, the remains of this and other conflicts pose an enormous problem in the present. Including military training areas and regions where peaceful uses of ordnance were attempted, the problem of buried UXO is terribly widespread, over a great variety of climatic and terrain conditions. Recent research and field experience show superior UXO detection performance by electronic sensors operating at sub-radar frequencies, and this has spawned new analyses of scattering by electromagnetic induction (EMI) [eg 4] . Beyond success at detection, magnetic and EMI sensing has shown some encouraging, though limited discrimination capabilities [5] . Because increased discrimination is at the heart of the current subsurface sensing problem, particularly for items such as UXO, we continually seek additional avenues to complement the characterization available from the sub-radar bands. -3 - Compared to lower frequency sensing, GPR often suffers from severe clutter problems and signal losses, particularly in moist ground. To contend with these difficulties, one must use relatively low radar frequencies, e.g. between about 50 MHz and 800 MHz, limiting the resolution possible via both traditional and more recent, computation intensive processing. Nevertheless, radar still beckons with the possibility that it might add more or different features to the discrimination data mix: Despite subsurface wavelengths on the order of or larger than target dimensions, we see the possibility of inferring at least certain fundamental object characteristics, such as symmetry or lack thereof, elongation and aspect ratio, depth, orientation, and other items [eg 6,7,8,9] . Our orientation is to seek the isolation of physically fundamental, simple, and revealing scattering patterns in minimally processed data.
Findings for Infinite Soil Medium.
In closely related preceeding work we calculated certain basic, revealing features of scattering from relevant finite target shapes in moist soil [9] . These were computed assuming, as in what follows here, that the relative permittivity of the soil is 10.4 and its electrical conductivity is 2.8 x 10 -3 (S/m), corresponding approximately to conditions in a damp, fine grain soil at particular UXO test site. A quasirealistic subsurface beam pattern was assumed, similar in character to one produced by a dipole antenna on a ground surface about 0.7 m from the target. Thus, while in some ways the finite sizes and seperation of the antenna and target were taken into account, only wave interactions back and forth between them were considered. In particular, no interaction between the target and the ground-air interface was modeled.
This paper focusses on two particular scattering effects highlighted in Figures 3,4 , and 9 in reference 9. The first two figures show the appearance of peaks in the scattering pattern from a UXOlike target, as a function of frequency. In particular, at frequencies where the target length is an integral multiple of one-half the subsurface wavelength, maxima appear. Perhaps even more clearly, especially when the target is inclined, distinct minima appear midway between these peak responses. Changes in target orientation produce distinct, revealing influences on the pattern and relative weighting of these peaks, while the vertical case must be treated separatedly (e.g. below). On the whole, over a broad range of orientations, one can often infer target length from this resonance pattern, based on the separation between maxima or minima, or from equivalent inference of resonance modes (e.g.]).
The second phenomenon of interest, induced field rotation and ellipticity in the backscattered signal, is also demonstrated in our preceding paper [9] . For clarity we settle here on two definitions:
Induced ellipticity is taken to mean the generation of elliptical polarization in the scattered field when a linear polarization was transmitted in the incident beam. This can be measured by the magnitude ratio of minor to major axes in the ellipse, the ratio being zero for linear polarization and unity for circular polarization. Induced field rotation is akin to depolarization, but is considered here to mean rotation of the principal axis of the scattered field polarization ellipse to a direction different from that of the incident E field polarization. The presence of induced ellipticity means that the reflections contain some depolarization, in the sense that non-zero scattered field components are required in two principal orientations, at least one of which must be different from that of the incident E field. However note that the principal axis of the scattered field polarization ellipse may be the same as the orientation of the incident E field; i.e. there may be no induced rotation. Conversely, we may see induced rotation without ellipticity, when the rotated polarization of the scattered field is essentially linear. Figure 9 in [9] illustrates these distinctions and shows the effects we will pursue below. When the orientation of the linearly polarized incident E field is oblique to the elongated target's axis, the scattered signal will exhibit induced rotation and ellipticity. This occurs over a substantial range of "intermediate" frequencies, i.e. when the subsurface wavelength is somewhat on the order of the target length. Generally speaking, the elongation of the target causes the rotation, while its finite diameter relative to length (and wavelength) induces ellipticity. We also show that the backscatter exhibits no significant induced rotation or ellipticity at the intermediate frequencies when the incident polarization is either transverse to the target axis or when the target is rotationally symmetric about the incident propagation direction. Overall, we have found that polarimetric effects such as these can be linked distinctly to target size, symmetry, aspect ratio, elongation relative to vantage point, and so forth.
The question considered here is how the proximity of a ground surface affects the length dependent resonance, on the one hand, and induced rotation and ellipticity on the other. For example, when an elongated target resides at an angle oblique to the normal of a smooth ground surface, then the total ground -target system lacks rotational symmetry, even if the target itself is a body of revolution.
When the target is close to the ground surface, does this destroy the polarimetric effects, based on its rotational symmetry, that we expect in a uniform background?
Plan of the Paper.
With this context for consideration of a matrix of test simulations over target depth, orientation, and electromagnetic frequency, we evaluate below the effects of a proximate ground surface on scattered signal distribution over space, resonance, induced rotation, and ellipticity. The next section presents the theoretical and numerical formulation. This is followed by results showing basic phenomenology, resonance structure in the frequency domain, and induced rotation and ellipticity under vertical incidence.
Lastly we consider results for bistatic scattering with oblique (non-vertical) incidence, with particular attention to ground surface influence on symmetry related polarimetric effects. Figure 1 shows the basic setup to be pursued here, with prospective antenna locations along a horizontal survey transect in the (X,Z) plane. The dimensions and target shape shown resemble those of a 105 mm projectile. To treat this kind of problem via simulation, we move from the integral equation approach of reference 9 to a finite element formulation capable of treating arbitrary heterogeneity in geometry and material properties. We assume that the target is buried in a half-space, the surface of which contains some slight roughness but which is generally smooth. To restrain the number of variables considered, the incident field is assumed to be a plane wave; both incident and scattered fields are shown without reference to any particular antenna's transmit or receive patterns.
FORMULATION
Governing Equations
Three dimensional electromagnetic scattering from plane wave illumination of an arbitrary shaped perfect electric conductor (PEC) embedded in a lossy ground is solved by a nodal based Finite Element (FE) method. Here we very briefly outline the formulation of the problem as it pertains to the computations reported in the next section. It is convenient to use the magnetic field formulation in a non-magnetic media that has only dielectric discontinuities since it offers the advantage of magnetic field continuity through dissimilar dielectric interfaces. With a time harmonic factor e -iωt assumed and suppressed throughout, the governing equation used is the extended vector Helmholtz form in terms of scattered H-field:
-6 -where ) (r H s is the scattered magnetic field; i is the square root of -1; ω is the circular frequency (rad/s); ε is the soil permittivity (F/m); and µ is the soil permeability (H/m). This extended form of the vector Helmholtz equation effectively eliminates spurious or parasitic vector fields from the numerical solution, in particular, in cases with inhomogeneous material media [10, 11, 12] . After some manipulation, a weighted residual statement of equation (1) This approximation reduces the weighted residual statement (2) to a linear system of equations which determine the H s j coefficients. This is solved efficiently using a sparse matrix conjugate gradient system [13] .
Boundary Conditions
The boundary surfaces represented by ∂Ω in (2) are composed of two non-intersecting and independent simple surfaces, namely the outer truncation boundary, ∂Ω O , and the PEC scattering surface, ∂Ω S. On the outer or truncation boundary, ∂Ω O, we impose a radiation boundary condition (RBC) so that the scattered fields propagate through this surface with minimal reflection. On the inner PEC boundary, ∂Ω S , we specify the equivalent magnetic current and charge distributions (in the form of E n ŝ × and H n s ⋅ ) arising from the incident illumination of the object, which act as equivalent sources for the scattered fields. On the PEC scatterer, the requirement that the total tangential electric field must vanish allows us to write (4) where the superscript inc indicates the incident field. At each node on the PEC target boundary we have Neumann boundary conditions on tangential components of the magnetic field and a Dirichlet boundary condition on the normal component of the magnetic field is designated as a Type-II boundary condition [10, 11, 12] .
A spherically shaped surface, ∂Ω O, is defined for the outer mesh truncation boundary to facilitate the implementation of a first order radiation boundary condition (RBC). In our experience, in the parameter range we are considering, this simple approach provides solutions comparable in accuracy to those obtained with more advanced domain truncation schemes such as the perfectly matched layer (PML) [14] . Results with the RBC also compared well to numerical solutions from our integral program where the propogation direction =k n . Thus in local normal-tangential coordinates ( ) ( (8) and the outer boundary is also Type-II as it was on the PEC scatterer. This entails specification of the tangential components of the electric field and normal component of the magnetic field in the form: , are added to the corresponding matrix elements multiplying the unknown scattered magnetic field components in the tangential equations they represent.
Solutions
The nodal values of scattered magnetic field, ), (r Nodal values of the electric field are then obtained by summing the contributions from all elements connected to the node by assuming linear variation in the electric field between the centroid values attributed to each tetrahedron. This postprocessing sequence to obtain the electric field is tantamount to local averaging about the nodes and produces consistent but smoother values than pointwise evaluation of magnetic field gradients.
RESULTS
Basic Phenomenology
In all that follows, we consider target burial depths to be equal to the depth of the shallowest point on the target, in horizontal and vertical cases, and to be the depth of the shallowest point of the target centerline axis in the obliquely angled cases. The depths chosen are 0.175 m, 0.35 m, and 0.7 m, with incident frequencies between about 50 MHz and 200 MHz. Unless otherwise noted, the incident field propagates uniformly in the negative X direction. The scattered field emanating from the target strikes the ground surface discontinuity from below, and part of it will reflect back downwards so that it is re-incident upon the target. The frequency band and depth selections provide a very broad spectrum of possible phase relations between the originally incident and the re-incident fields.
The first set of results consist of E z field magnitudes shown over cutting planes through the volume containing the target, which is oriented as in Figure 1 . features. Note that, as one proceeds upwards from the target, the scattered field magnitude decreases but then increases again as one approaches the ground surface. This near-surface increase in total scattered field is due to the fact that downward reflections from the underside of the ground surface combine constructively with (same sign as) the upward traveling wave from the target. Geometrical spreading of subsurface reflections from both the target and ground surface produce a "splattering" effect. To some degree, this is simply specular reflection of angular components in the upward traveling scattered field that hit the undersurface obliquely; they reflect downward but off to the side. Some of the character of these subsurface scattered fields to the side of the target is due to the participation of surface waves. However the obliquely downward, sidewise lobe in this magnitude plot is also due specifically to the constructive interference of upward and downward components, off to the side of the target. That is, standing waves form due to interference a fan of upward scattering components from the target and another fan of downward scattering from the underside of the ground surface. Further, most of the cases in this paper involve targets that are to some degree tilted relative to the horizontal. This tilt relative to both the ground surface and incidence angle can produce quite complex scattered field patterns, in which we still see, however, the outline of the effects described above. In When incidence strikes the side of the target, coming from the right, i.e. Figure 3c , the E field is aligned well with the target axis, producing the strongest tendency for backscatter. Even here, however, notice a secondary bifurcation of the pattern into reverberation sequences above the target (normal to the ground), as well as in the backscatter direction. Above ground, this combination results in a bias of the response towards the region directly above the target.
Overall, we see a significant increase in complexity in the problem of a 3-D subsurface reflector in a half-space, relative to that with an infinite homogeneous medium, particularly for oblique target orientations. Geometrical spreading and effectively multi-path propagation give rise to sometimes oblique mutual interference between different components of the scattered field. Thus the polarization/ ellipticity effects described above for the infinite case merit re-examination, which we proceed to next. the belief that length dependent resonance phenomena will generally survive the presence of a ground surface, and may even be enhanced by it in some cases.
Resonance Patterns.
Induced Rotation and Ellipticity
Here we consider a number of cases at 150 MHz. The first features the tilted target (θ d = 45 o )
at the three depths below the ground surface, with an incident wave propagating in the negative X direction. The induced ellipticity effects we wish to examine depend crucially on phase relations between various components of the incident and scattered fields. Together with the three depths, the tilted orientation of the target relative to the ground surface and the originally incident wave should provide sufficient phase diversity between the different field components to test the coherent effect we seek. But this does not help us infer whether the target is, say, a horizontal flat disc or an elongated vertical shape, such as our projectile. In the work reported in reference 9 we gained more information in cases like this by moving the antenna to one side or the other, so that the target was no longer a BOR about the direction of incidence. Here we investigate the effects of the same maneuvers with a proximate ground surface discontinuity. That is, the results do not depend on a narrowly limited "lucky" choice of observation position. Clearly the same kind of evidence of target elongation and orientation appears here as in previous examples, and as reference 9. Thus despite complicated multiple reflections, which produce differing alignments and phases in incident and re-incident fields (e.g. Figures 2, 3) , the essential polarization effects survive the presence of the ground surface, and are frequently enhanced by it.
Lastly, we note that antenna movement to one side and then the other of the target location can provide similar crucial information when the target is inclined (θ d = 45 o ). In the case discussed immediately above, we obtain the same changes in pattern whether the antenna is moved to one side or the other. This is informative in itself. But by contrast we consider here a case in which asymmetry as a function of antenna position is revealing. The ground surface appears to amplify induced ellipticity slightly for the "end on" incidence (positive incidence angle) for 45 o polarization, relative to the pattern for a target in uniform background.
However, the strong contrast between the degree of induced ellipticity at positive and negative incidence is clear. We see from one vantage point that the target is a BOR about the direction of incidence, while from the other we can determine that it is an elongated object. Similar effects appear when the target is positioned at the other depths (not shown). And as in the previous example, bistatic polarization parameters viewed along a line parallel to the Z axis emphasize that we need not observe the target precisely from any given position on one side or the other of its location to observe these telling effects.
Overall, the results in these last two figures show that we can infer that the target is a BOR, that it is elongated, and that it is oriented oblique or normal to the surface.
-15 -
CONCLUSION
The results above support the supposition that certain fundamental polarimetric indicators of target geometry, discovered for targets in a uniform background, also persist when the target is buried near the ground surface. Complex patterns of re-incidence and of interference between components of the scattered field do not alter the fact that elongated targets produce characteristic resonance patterns, as well as revealing induced rotation and ellipticity in the above-ground backscattered signal, when incident polarization is oriented oblique to the target axis. This occurs despite the fact that re-incident field components may propagate obliquely relative to the originally incident wave. When the target constitutes a BOR around the nominal incidence direction, or when the incident polarization is transverse to the target axis, we see little or no induced rotation and ellipticity; rather the backscattered and incident fields will have the same polarization. This scattering behavior appears consistently for varying degrees of surface proximity, for different target orientations relative to the surface, and for different nominal incidence directions relative to the target-ground configuration. In future work we will consider the effects on subsurface polarimetry of more complex target geometry, e.g. non-BORs, fins and more variable cross sections; and more heterogeneous ground conditions, including layering and a nearby water table.
16. FIGURE CAPTIONS Figure 1 . The basic setup, with target below the ground surface, in its reference orientation. The fully polarimetric orientable antenna is above it, on the ground surface, at some position on a survey transect line. 
